States Cut Both Crime and Imprisonment by unknown
State
2012 
imprisonment 
rate
California 351
Hawaii 273
Massachusetts 199
Connecticut 333
Rhode Island 190
Colorado 392
New Jersey 261
New York 276
South Carolina 458
Nevada 453
Michigan 441
Texas 601
Alaska 401
Maryland 360
Wisconsin 357
Virginia 451
Washington 253
Delaware 448
Vermont 242
New Hampshire 211
Georgia 542
Wyoming 379
Kentucky 489
Iowa 282
North Dakota 213
Oklahoma 648
Mississippi 717
Florida 524
North Carolina 357
Arkansas 494
Maine 145
New Mexico 315
Montana 358
Ohio 440
Utah 242
Nebraska 247
Minnesota 184
Oregon 378
Idaho 499
Missouri 518
Indiana 440
Tennessee 438
Kansas 325
Arizona 583
Louisiana 893
South Dakota 434
Alabama 650
Illinois 381
Pennsylvania 398
West Virginia 378
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States Cut Both Crime and 
Imprisonment
An infographic from Dec 2013
Imprisonment rate down in  
MD 11%, crime down 21%
Imprisonment rate up in  
AZ 4%, crime down 21%
Over the past five years, the majority of states reduced both crime and imprisonment rates. The relationship 
between crime and incarceration is complex, but states are showing that it is possible to reduce them at the 
same time.
In states where crime rate 
increased, imprisonment rate 
dropped 4%
In states where crime rate 
decreased, imprisonment rate 
dropped 5%
Project website: pewstates.org/publicsafety
The Pew Charitable Trusts is driven by the power of knowledge to solve today’s most challenging problems. Pew applies a rigorous, analytical 
approach to improve public policy, inform the public, and stimulate civic life.
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Note: 2012 imprisonment rates are per 100,000 residents. 
Prison decline has little impact on crime rates
Comparing two states
Sources: Imprisonment rates from Bureau of Justice Statistics annual Prisoners series (2007-12); crime rates from FBI Uniform Crime Report
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